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Rohde & Plaut, 1999 argue that their work with Elman's simple recurrent network

(henceforth, SRN) ``suggests that learning the structure of natural language may be

possible despite a lack of explicit negative feedback ¼ in the absence of detailed

innate language-acquisition mechanisms''. They further argue that ``a key factor in

overcoming the `logical problem' of language acquisition (Baker&McCarthy, 1981)

is the use of implicit negative evidence.'' (Implicit negative evidence is information

about something that does not appear when it was predicted to appear.)

R&P are surely correct that some versions of the simple recurrent network do not

rely on negative evidence and that such networks are able in some cases to utilize

implicit negative evidence.1 But R&P do not show that these models avoid the kinds

of errors that children make, do not show that these models derive the same general-

izations as children do, and do not show that these models use indirect negative

evidence in ways that would obviate the need for innate, domain-speci®c learning

devices. All that they offer is a simulation of a tiny fragment of a simpli®ed version

of English; they do not ®t the model's data against any data derived from children.

Their system does not provide any sort of syntactic or semantic representation of the

sentences that it is exposed to, and it does not make a principled distinction between

infrequent and ungrammatical sentences. This is not enough to establish the

adequacy of the model, and more careful inspection reveals a serious, principled

limitation that stems directly from its treatment of implicit negative evidence.
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1 Implicit in R&P's argument is the idea that nativism rests on the lack of negative evidence. But the

question about whether negative evidence is available is in fact independent of nativism. As I put it in

Marcus (1993), ``Even if perfect negative evidence were available, innate constraints on the general-

izations which children make would be necessary because many plausible errors simply never occur.''



Implicit negative evidence is only useful if a learner knows which non-appear-

ances matter, and which do not. Simple recurrent networks are unable to make this

distinction, instead often taking evidence about non-occurrence to imply the

``ungrammaticality'' of grammatical utterances.2 For example, imagine watching

a documentary about a new sport called daxing, in which the object was to ¯eedle

your opponent. If you heard over and over that Smith ¯eedled Jones, you would infer

that it was also grammatical to say that Smith ¯eedled Belanger or Smith ¯eedled

Ripken.

But the simple recurrent network does the opposite, because it takes each occur-

rence of ¯eedle without Ripken to indicate that Smith ¯eedled Ripken is ungramma-

tical. Every time the model predicts `Ripken' as a possible continuation to ¯eedle

and instead some other item (e.g. Jones) appears as a continuation, the model tends

to change the weights in such a way that if same sentence fragment were again

presented, that the model would activate `Ripken' less strongly. Thus the more often

the model is exposed to Smith ¯eedled Jones the more it takes implicit negative

evidence to rule out the grammaticality of Smith ¯eedled Ripken.

To take another example, my colleagues and I (Marcus, Vijayan, Rao, & Vishton,

1999) recently discovered that infants who were habituated to a series of sentences

in arti®cial language with an ``ABA'' structure (such as ga ti ga and li na li) would

attend longer to novel sentences that had a different grammar (e.g. wo fe fe) than

novel sentences that had the same grammar (e.g. wo fe wo). To capture this in the

prediction framework adopted by Rohde and Plaut, the SRN would have to predict

(say) wo as the continuation to the sentence fragment wo fe ___. But in a series of

simulations that I describe at http://psych.nyu.edu/gary/science/es.html, I found that

a model like Plaut & Rohde's could not capture the behavior of the infants. As in the

¯eedle case, the model was undermined by its treatment of indirect negative

evidence. Whenever wo did not appear, the network adjusted the connection weights

in a way that made it less likely that the model would predict wo as a continuation ±

each time, it takes the absence of wo as a bit of (misleading) implicit negative

evidence. Hearing a sentence like ga ti ga should make a learner more sure that

the right continuation to wo fe ___ is wo, not less.

One can modify the simple recurrent network such that it capture our data, but

only by changing it in ways that cause it to embody a different hypothesis about

language learning. For example, Seidenberg and Elman (1999a) were able to get an

adaptation of the SRN to learn our ABA grammar ± but their model depended on

being part of a larger system that was provided with negative evidence. (It was given

a target of 1 if a habituation sentence was an ABA sentence, and a target of zero
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2 Strictly speaking, simple recurrent networks do not make a distinction between grammatical and

ungrammatical at all. The only output that they produce is a set of probabilities which estimate the

likelihoods of particular words appearing as continuations to a given sentence fragment that it is exposed

to. Following customary practice, I will suppose for the sake of argument that the extent to which model

takes a given input sentence to be grammatical is a function of how strongly it activates a given output

node given a particular continuation. If a given node is strongly activated, the model takes that continua-

tion to be grammatical; if the output node in question is weakly activated, the model takes that continua-

tion to be ungrammatical.



otherwise.) This model shows how an infant who was endowed with a simple

recurrent network and supplied with reliable negative evidence could have

succeeded in our task. Such model is inappropriate, however, because infants in

our experiment, like children in general, were not in fact given negative evidence.

(For further discussion of our infant results and how they might be implemented, see

Altmann & Dienes, 1999; Christiansen & Curtin, 1999a,b; Dominey & Franck,

1999; Marcus, 1999a,b,c,d,e; McClelland & Plaut, 1999; Negishi, 1999; Seidenberg

& Elman, 1999a,b; Shastri, 1999; Shultz, 1999).

Trying to learn everything with one simple ``general purpose'' learning model is

asking too much. It is mistake in the ®rst place, of course, to think that there is any

such thing as a single general purpose learning device. As Rohde and Plaut put it, all

learning systems `have constraints built into them'. The empirical evidence

reviewed in this brief reply suggests that the constraints built into the simple recur-

rent network simply are not the right ones. This does not guarantee that the right

constraints are language-speci®c, but nor does the SRN provide any convincing

evidence to the contrary. Physics has the ®rst law of thermodynamics (you can't

win) and the second law (you can't break even); learning has Wolpert's, 1996 law of

induction: there's no free lunch. As authors such as Quine (1960) and Goodman

(1955) have stressed, problems of induction are always underdetermined. Implicit

negative evidence can be helpful, but only for a learner that builds in the right sorts

of constraints; systems like the simple recurrent network build in the wrong sorts of

constraints and wind up ruling out many grammatical sentences simply because they

have not been heard. What makes child language learners so special is that they are

not so easily led astray.
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